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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 

DGA Winner Tees Off On Golf Movie 
 
 
San Diego, California – DGA award winner Drew Ann Rosenberg has signed on to direct 
Angelic Picture’s comedy feature “Parfection – The Golf Movie.” 
 
To be shot this August in San Diego, “Parfection” revolves around two college friends hustling 
golf and trying to launch their own business. Losing an extreme bet they must play the golf game 
of their lives to save their future, regain their dignity, win back the girls of their dreams, and 
become the men they were meant to be all along. 
 
Rosenberg is repped by Daniel Sladek Entertainment Corp. 
 
Coming off directing the feature “Follow the Prophet” starring David Conrad, Jon Diehl, Diane 
Venora, Tom Noonan, and Annie Burgstede and the Fox series “Saints & Sinners”, Rosenberg 
turns her production expertise towards the golf course. Rosemberg won an LA Emmy for 
Daybreak, a short doc she wrote and directed. Before becoming a director, Rosenberg had a 
highly successful career as a First Assistant Director, receiving two DGA award nominations and 
one win. She has worked on over 50 movies, among them, “LA Confidential”, “Philadelphia”, 
“Misery”, “The Bad Lieutenant”, “Reversal of Fortune”, “Running on Empty”, “Along Came 
Polly”, “Ghostbusters II” and “Friends with Money”, as well as 8 features for HBO. 
 
“Parfection” is the first title in a series of Style & Attitude films to be produced by Angelic 
Pictures. Angelic Pictures, Inc. is a full service Motion Picture Production Company based in 
San Diego, California. Founded in 1997, Angelic Pictures has specialized in bringing projects to 
fruition from the development phase to final delivery. Angelic Pictures seeks to produce quality 
feature films that balance creativity with business efficiency. Angelic is in the film business. The 
realities of financing, marketing and investor return are our top priorities. Angelic Pictures brings 
quality and accountability to all our projects and partners. Angelic welcomes dialogue with 
companies interested in product representation in future projects. 
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